Correlations of intra- and intermolecular dynamics and structure in liquid para-hydrogen
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Although hydrogen is the simplest of all molecular species, its nuclear quantum effects dominate the structure and thermodynamical properties of the condensed phases. With a recently developed nonempirical quantum molecular dynamics simulation method, we present intuitive understandings of real-time dynamics of each para-hydrogen($p$-H$_2$) molecule in the liquid phase including its H-H bond vibrations, molecular orientations, and librational motions. The short- and long-living memories of angular dynamics we found suggest that $p$-H$_2$ should be described as a librating nonspherical diatomic molecule and can be characterized by two typical dynamics: kinetic motions inside a solvation shell and diffusive dynamics out of the shell. The real-time trajectory reveals that structural rearrangements of a $p$-H$_2$ molecule such as breakout from a solvation shell significantly correlate with its intramolecular structure and fluctuations. The H-H bond power spectra completely fitted by two functions also indicate that liquid $p$-H$_2$ has two typical structures. The condensed-phase effects on shifts and broadening of H-H bond stretching frequencies, intrinsic librational dynamics, and molecular orientational distributions are computationally demonstrated and physically rationalized.
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Understanding microscopic dynamics of condensed-phase systems exhibiting significant quantum effects is still one of the open problems in condensed matter materials. Hydrogen is the simplest of all molecular species although nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) dominate the properties of the condensed phases. Liquids composed of such quantum particles are called quantum liquids, and they show phenomena which have not been observed for ordinary classical liquids.

The NQEs of liquid para-hydrogen ($p$-H$_2$) appear as a broader distribution of radial distribution functions (RDFs), the large self-diffusion coefficients even at low temperatures, and the anomalous temperature dependence of thermal conductivity and shear viscosity [1–8]. A number of quantum mechanical and dynamical approaches have been examined to elucidate the anomalous tendency observed in this quantum liquid. A complete treatment of the quantum dynamics for large systems using basis set methods requires storage of multidimensional wave functions and computational effort that grows exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom. Instead, semiquantum methods suitable for numerical simulations of real $p$-H$_2$ ensembles have been proposed based on the imaginary-time path-integral theory [1–3,5,6,9–13]. These provide either the static properties or the equilibrium time correlation functions (TCFs) accounting for particularly important NQEs such as zero-point energy effect to evaluate the transport properties over a wide temperature range [1–6,12,13]. All these previous methods unanimously adopted the Silvera-Goldman(SG) model potential [14] that assumes that the $p$-H$_2$ molecules are a spherically symmetric particle in the rotational ground state. Because the critical point temperature 33.1 K is substantially lower than the first rotational excitation temperature 87.6 K, the vast majority of $p$-H$_2$ molecules in their ground rotational state were assumed to be modeled by the isotropic SG potential. However, the spherical symmetry of each hydrogen molecule in the liquid state is by no means established. No orientational ordering in a low-pressure solid hydrogen only guarantees the uniform angular distribution in the whole system [15]. In fact, symmetry breaking accompanying the phase transition is related to the molecular orientational ordering [16–18]. It is also suggested that the angular degrees of freedom and H-H vibrational frequency can be used to judge crystallization and monitor a temperature of clusters [19].

We recently proposed a simulation method of nuclear and electron wave packet molecular dynamics (NEWPMD) based on nonempirical $ab$ initio intra- and intermolecular interactions of nonspherical hydrogen molecules that can be applied to condensed-phase $p$-H$_2$ with feasible computational cost [20,21]. Even long-range dispersion interactions depending on intermolecular angles, which density functional theory without Hartree-Fock-type exchange terms cannot describe, were successfully reproduced [21]. Our method nonperturbatively accounts for the important quantum features of a $p$-H$_2$ system, while offering an intuitive understanding of microscopic real-time dynamics of each $p$-H$_2$ molecule including its angular and intramolecular degrees of freedom. This is a report on microscopic structures and dynamics of $p$-H$_2$ molecules in a condensed-phase liquid $p$-H$_2$.

The NEWPMD approach describes nuclei by floating and breathing Gaussian WPs via the time-dependent Hartree approach, and EWPs by the perfect-pairing valence bond theory that appropriately treats the Pauli exclusion energy and intermolecular dispersion energy [20]. While the Gaussian widths of EWPs were fixed in our previous NEWPMD simulation [20], the current version allows them to freely change depending on the H-H bond length $r_{1iH}(t)$: 0.398 + 0.360$r_{1iH}(t)$ Å for the large EWPs, and 0.176 + 0.244$r_{1iH}(t)$ Å for the small EWPs. These linear dependencies of $\rho(t)$ on $r_{1iH}(t)$ are deduced from the NEWP calculation on a H$_2$ molecule [21]. We adopt these thawed EWPs to calculate all of the intramolecular potentials. We thus call this method flexible-NEWPMD(F-NEWPMD) to distinguish it from the previous version developed in Ref. [20].
The computational costs for the current F-NEWPMD are reasonable; propagating 576 molecules for 1 ps requires 26 minutes on a single core of a Xeon CPU with 2.60 GHz.

The top views of the three-dimensional (3D) cubic simulation boxes containing 576 \(p\)-H\(_2\) molecules at 14 and 25 K are shown in the upper panels of Fig. 1, respectively. The liquid \(p\)-H\(_2\) is set to have the molar volume at the saturated vapor pressure, \(27.0 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^3/\text{mol}\) at 14 K and \(32.0 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^3/\text{mol}\) at 25 K [2]. As shown in Fig. S1, the F-NEWPMD successfully reproduces the basic properties of the liquid \(p\)-H\(_2\) such as the RDFs and self-diffusion coefficients [22]. The corresponding real-time movies are given as Supplementary Movies [22]. The real-time dynamics include the H-H bond vibrations, molecular orientations, and librational dynamics of each \(p\)-H\(_2\) molecule. (lower) 2D RDFs as a function of distance between centers of two hydrogen NWPs, \(r\), and an intermolecular bond angle, \(\theta\). The relative angle \(\theta\) symmetrically distributes near 90 degrees. The shoulder appearing in the first RDF peak of 14 K reflects the diatomic structure of a H\(_2\) molecule in the T-shape solvation shell, while the shoulder almost disappears at 25 K due to the thermal modulations.

The shoulder appearing in the left part of the first RDF peak at 14 K reflects the diatomic structure of a H\(_2\) molecule in the first solvation shell; the most stable solvation structure is the T-shape configuration, and the nearest atoms lead to the shoulder around 3.15 Å. In fact, this shoulder exhibits the sharper peak along the angular coordinate \(\theta\) than the main peak near 3.85 Å; the structural fluctuations are smaller in the nearest hydrogen atoms forming the stiff T-shape configurations. This shoulder reflecting the diatomic structure will be found if the more detailed structure factor with a larger wave vector is observed by the neutron scattering experiments. The second peak around 7.05 Å has the peak close to 0 and 180 degrees at 14 K although the peak is too small to see in Fig. 1. This is because the second nearest H\(_2\) molecule tends to be parallel to the central H\(_2\) molecule. We note that, however, hydrogen molecules are free rotors in the whole system as shown by the uniform distribution of \(\theta\) in Fig. S6(a) [15]. In the region of larger radial distance, the distribution along the angular coordinate \(\theta\) becomes more uniform, and the correlation between the radial and angular coordinates decays. The shoulder in the first RDF peak almost disappears at 25 K because of the larger configurational fluctuations. The higher temperature also induces the broader distribution along the angular coordinate \(\theta\). This less-structured T-shape configuration implies softer librational motions of H\(_2\) molecules at 25 K than at 14 K, which will be demonstrated in Fig. 2(c).

The F-NEWPMD includes the intramolecular interactions of a nonspherical H\(_2\) molecule and can describe detailed microscopic structures of a H\(_2\) molecule even in a condensed phase. Figure 2(a) shows the distributions of the H-H bond length \(r_{HH}\). The distributions are fitted by the single Gaussian functions whose parameter values are listed in Table S1 [22]. The average H-H bond length, 0.7659 Å at 14 K and 0.7655 Å at 25 K, are reasonably compared to the experimental result, 0.755 Å [21,24]. The average H-H bond length in the liquid phase is longer than the bond length of the isolated free molecule, 0.7643 Å, which is nontrivial but agrees with the experimental finding in the low-pressure solid [24]. Because the most stable solvation structure is the T-shape configuration, the H-H bond of a molecule is effectively elongated by the attraction from the electron distribution in the bonding region of the adjacent H\(_2\) molecules as the system becomes more condensed. In fact, the H-H bond is more stretched at 14 K than at 25 K. On the contrary, the width of the \(r_{HH}\) distribution at 25 K, \(4.60 \times 10^{-3} \text{ Å}\), is twice as large as that at 14 K, \(2.30 \times 10^{-3} \text{ Å}\), reflecting the larger thermal fluctuations at 25 K than at 14 K. The average NWP widths are correlated with the H-H bond length as in Fig. S2; as the H-H bond stretches, the NWP becomes delocalized, and vice versa [22]. The corresponding TCFs and power spectra of the H-H bond length \(r_{HH}(t)\) are shown in Figs. S3 and 2(b), respectively [22,25]. The power spectrum of \(r_{HH}(t)\) at 14 K exhibits the shoulder and is almost fitted by the equal combination of the two Gaussian functions whose parameter values are given in Table S1. The H-H bond frequency of the main peak, 4604.7 cm\(^{-1}\), overestimates the experimental data at 14.2 K, 4151.5 cm\(^{-1}\) [19] by 10.9% that would be almost irrelevant to the discussions in this paper. The Gaussian function with the lower average frequency, 4602.0 cm\(^{-1}\), and
narrowing. In fact, the larger thermal fluctuations at the higher temperature result in about eight times more intense spectrum in 25 K than in 14 K. Only 11 K temperature increase causes this qualitative difference in the H-H stretching modes. The blue-shifted H-H bond frequency of the main peak for 25 K, 4611.9 cm\(^{-1}\), compared to the 14 K case is correlated with the shorter H-H bond discussed for Fig. 2(a). In the isolated free molecule case, the H-H bond is most shrunk and the power spectrum of \( r_{HH}(t) \) has no shoulder but exhibits the single sharp peak around 4629.2 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. S4 [22]). The calculated redshift of 24.5 cm\(^{-1}\) from the peak of the isolated case to the main peak of the 14 K case is comparable to the experimental redshift from the isolated case to the 14.2 K case, 9.6 cm\(^{-1}\) [19,26]. Correlations between the H-H stretching mode and the NWP beating motion are also observed in Fig. S5 [22].

Our real-time simulation provides information on intra- and intermolecular angles of nonspherical hydrogen molecules in the liquid-phase \( p-H_2 \). We focus on the intramolecular angle \( \phi \) as well as the intermolecular angle \( \theta \). The logarithmic TCFs of \( \phi \) and \( \theta \) exhibit the short- and long-time scales (Figs. S6(b) and S6(c) [22]). The ratio of the deduced shorter timescales, 120 fs over 250 fs, is almost proportional to the ratio of the temperatures, 14 K over 25 K, suggesting that these timescales are related to kinetic dynamics of a \( H_2 \) molecule inside a small first solvation shell. The ratio of the deduced longer timescales, 225 fs over 1590 fs, is more sensitive to the temperature and rather close to the ratio of the diffusion coefficients for 14 K and 25 K, 0.287 Å²/ps over 1.496 Å²/ps [20]. This coincidence indicates that these longer timescales reflect diffusive dynamics of a \( H_2 \) molecule out of solvation shells. The finite-timescale memories of \( \theta \) dynamics demonstrate that angular dynamics of \( H_2 \) molecules cannot be neglected even at the current temperatures which are lower than the rotational temperature. Figure 2(c) shows the power spectra of \( \theta(t) \) whose peaks appear near 200 and 150 cm\(^{-1}\) at 14 and 25 K, respectively. We attribute these peaks in the low-frequency region to librations of \( H_2 \) molecules rather than to rotational motions. Supplementary Movies confirm this conclusion as one can see mostly librational motions during the 14 ps movies but only a few rotational motions. The temperature dependence of the peak frequency and intensity also supports the current libration picture; the rigid T-shape structure at 14 K provides a sharp librational potential leading to the higher peak frequency of librations. At 25 K, the T-shape configuration is partially broken and the librational potential becomes softened, resulting in the red-shifted librational motions. The spectral intensity for 25 K is generally larger than the intensity for 14 K due to the stronger thermal fluctuations of librations. The rotational region of Raman spectra for liquid \( p-H_2 \) is almost independent of the temperature [19], and, further, the current temperatures are too low to cause larger-amplitude and unidirectional rotational motions. We extracted and elucidated the librational motions of \( H_2 \) molecules in the condensed liquid phase. The above insights are further supported by the power spectra of the intramolecular angle \( \phi(t) \) [Fig. S6(d)].

To demonstrate the significant correlations among the inter- and intramolecular dynamics, Fig. 3 displays the real-time trajectory of a representative \( H_2 \) molecule at 25 K focusing on the square displacement, the intramolecular angles \( \phi \) and
Significantly correlated. The large displacement exhibits the significant change, about 7 Å displacement. The angle of the intramolecular angles \( \phi \) and \( \omega \) (upper right), the H-H bond length (lower left), and the NWP width (lower right) are all significantly correlated.
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The horizontal line in each panel divides the time window at \( t=t_0 \). The square displacement (upper left), the intramolecular angles \( \phi \) and \( \omega \) (upper right), the H-H bond length (lower left), and the NWP width (lower right) are all significantly correlated. The representative molecule undergoes phase transitions that are related to orientational ordering. Directly obtained information on angular degrees of freedom and H-H vibrational frequency for each \( p-H_2 \) will play an essential role in judging and monitoring crystallization as well as a temperature of condensed-phase hydrogens.
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